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Choose language






	

English


	

Polski


	

Italiano


	

Українська


	

Español


	

Română


	

Deutsch


	

Français


	

Português


	

Русский


	

Српски


	

Ελληνικά


	

Čeština


	

Slovák


	

Magyar


	

עברית


	

العربية


	

Türkçe


	

Melayu


	

Indonesia


	

Tiếng Việt


	

ไทย


	

한국어


	

日本語












Select currency






	

Ukrainian hryvnia
UAH



	

U.S.A dollar
USD



	

Euro
EUR



	

Polish zloty
PLN



	

Serbian dinar
RSD



	

Czech crown
CZK



	

Hungarian forint
HUF



	

Romanian leu
RON



	

Israeli shekel
ILS



	

Saudi riyal
SAR



	

UAE dirham
AED



	

Egyptian pound
EGP



	

Turkish lira
TRY



	

Malaysian ringgit
MYR



	

Indonesian rupiah
IDR



	

Vietnamese dong
VND



	

Thai baht
THB



	

South Korean won
KRW



	

Japanese yen
JPY



	

Kazakhstani tenge
KZT



	

Argentine peso
ARS



	

Brazilian real
BRL



	

Chilean peso
CLP



	

Colombian peso
COP



	

Mexican peso
MXN



	

Peruvian new sol
PEN



	

Georgian lari
GEL



	

Armenian dram
AMD



	

Azerbaijani manat
AZN



	

Uzbek sum
UZS



	

Kyrgyzstani som
KGS



	

Moldovan leu
MDL



	

currencies.DOP
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English online for children













To book a trial lesson, please select the child's age.





	

4–6 years old


	

7–9 years old


	

10–12 years old


	

13 and over








How it works:






Full immersion in English



Lessons are conducted entirely in English. This way, the child can easily learn words and complete phrases













Game-based methodology



No more rote learning! Games, songs, and cartoons in English make every lesson exciting













Speaking clubs



Group lessons with peers immerse the child in an English-speaking environment and help develop conversational skills













Cambridge methodology



The program is based on the Cambridge YLE standards. After completing a level, the child can take the corresponding international exam















We personalize the learning according to the child's interests.










Playing Minecraft












Playing Minecraft

Does your child love to create their own worlds or watch Minecraft streams for hours? Let this hobby be useful from now on.


Book lesson














Let's play Roblox












Let's play Roblox

Is your child into Roblox? Why not offer to use this passion to learn English.


Book lesson














Nature and animals












Nature and animals

Is your child interested in animals? Then, together with Charlie-the-fox, we will study animals in English.


Book lesson














Constructor












Constructor

Is it impossible to take a step in your apartment without stumbling upon the construction details? We created an entire LEGO world for a child to learn English.


Book lesson














Young artist












Young artist

Does your child love to draw so much that there is no more space on the walls? Direct the creative energy in a useful way! We will draw the world around and learn to speak about it in English.


Book lesson














Princesses












Princesses

Is it hard to convince your cartoon lover to study? With the help of our princesses, no more persuading is needed. Each lesson is a little English adventure.


Book lesson
















Playing Minecraft




















Playing Minecraft

Does your child love to create their own worlds or watch Minecraft streams for hours? Let this hobby be useful from now on.


Book lesson













Let's play Roblox




















Let's play Roblox

Is your child into Roblox? Why not offer to use this passion to learn English.


Book lesson













Nature and animals




















Nature and animals

Is your child interested in animals? Then, together with Charlie-the-fox, we will study animals in English.


Book lesson













Constructor




















Constructor

Is it impossible to take a step in your apartment without stumbling upon the construction details? We created an entire LEGO world for a child to learn English.


Book lesson













Young artist




















Young artist

Does your child love to draw so much that there is no more space on the walls? Direct the creative energy in a useful way! We will draw the world around and learn to speak about it in English.


Book lesson













Princesses




















Princesses

Is it hard to convince your cartoon lover to study? With the help of our princesses, no more persuading is needed. Each lesson is a little English adventure.


Book lesson













All teachers teach. The best teachers inspire


















Marian

🇬🇧
Great Britain

















Ana

🇺🇸
USA

















Ludy May

🇵🇭
Philippines

















Gertrudes

🇵🇭
Philippines

















Victoriia

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Julieta

🇪🇸
Spain

















Daryna

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Novica

🇲🇪
Montenegro

















Kateryna

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Maryia

🇵🇱
Poland

















Mika

🇺🇸
USA

















Szemida

🇺🇸
USA

















Sandrine

🇺🇸
USA

















Ewa

🇵🇱
Poland

















Natalia

🇵🇱
Poland

















Barbora

🇸🇰
Slovakia

















Anastasiia

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Christopher

🇺🇸
USA

















Veronika

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Magdalena

🇵🇱
Poland

















Karen

🇨🇴
Colombia

















Jovana

🇷🇸
Serbia

















Jaconde

🇿🇦
South Africa

















Mariia

🇺🇦
Ukraine

















Saindy

🇵🇭
Philippines












	
Certified teachers

	
Experienced in working with children from 2 years old

	
Can keep a child's attention





Try for free








	
2.5 M
completed lessons

	
600
professional teachers

	
65 K
students from 46 countries









Media about us





	




	




	















Our awards


	







200 most promising EdTech startups from Europe





	







Technology Fast 500 winners





	







the leading tech startup












Feedback from parents









Vladislav and Valentine




The child (6 years old) really likes it. We attend both individual lessons and group conversation clubs (3-6 children at a time). Lessons in a fun way. Highly recommend.








Gheorghe Madalina and Gheorghe Ilinca 




I am very happy with this school. My little girl had a "test" lesson, and since then every day she asks me if she has English, because she really likes it. And she is very happy with the teacher and the discounts are pleasing.








Cyril and Victoria




Good day to all. I really like English for children in your school. The child is looking forward to the lessons. We like the teacher Julia so much that I am waiting for the lesson with the child :)))








Raluca and Sara




My 4 year old girl was worried. A very kind and patient teacher, and the lessons are so exciting that the child wants the lesson to come as soon as possible








Maja i Paulina




Lessons with teacher Kamila are interesting, fun, and we really enjoy learning English with her. The teacher helps and does not mind playing educational games








Bartosz i Joanna




I recommend studying at All Right School :) My son love lessons with his teacher and literally waiting to the next one. I see his envolvement and progress. Support always helps if any question appears& Recommend
















4.9 out of 5





Feedback from parents around the world








Cost of lessons
























28 day money back guarantee

for unused lessons








Try for free








Parents ask


If teachers solely use English, would my child be able to understand the lesson?







The All Right lesson is designed to be both an opportunity to practice language skills and an engaging game. This approach makes it easy to captivate children's attention. During the lesson, students observe slides while teachers use verbal explanations, gestures, and mimics to communicate the content. Even without translation or further elaboration, children begin to grasp the material. With continued exposure to this format, students become accustomed to it and can readily follow instructions, repeat, make choices, and respond to their teachers.






Can effective pronunciation and language skills be achieved through online language learning?







Yes, effective pronunciation and language skills can be achieved through online language learning. All Right School provides one-on-one lessons with experienced teachers who pay attention to all components of correct pronunciation. The online format also provides more opportunities for interactive learning, and the program is created according to The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), with regular checks on material assimilation to ensure effectiveness.






What if the child doesn't like the teacher?







We are convinced that the contact between the student and the teacher is especially important for young students. All our teachers have experience working with children from 3 years old and English teacher certificates according to CEFR standards. We conduct quality control of classes and regular additional training for teachers. If, despite all this, the child doesn't like the teacher, we will suggest another teacher completely free of charge, taking into account your preferences.






My child won't sit still for 55 minutes







For children under 9 years old, we recommend lessons of 25 minutes, and from 10 years old - 55 minutes each. A characteristic feature of our lessons is the plot development throughout the lesson. The student, together with the characters, solves the task, completely immersing themselves in the learning process. During the lesson, the child performs more than 16 types of interactive exercises. Switching between activities helps to keep attention and does not make the child tired.






What is CEFR?







CEFR - The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages or Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. This is a generally recognized system in Europe for assessing the level of foreign language proficiency. CEFR points out three levels of proficiency: elementary (corresponds to the letter A), self-sufficient (corresponds to the letter B) and fluent (corresponds to letter C), with each of the levels divided into two categories with a corresponding number. In total, the lowest level of proficiency, the basic level, corresponds to the grade A1, and the highest, the level of proficiency to fluency, corresponds to C2.






What is the duration of the lesson?







We recommend lessons of 25 minutes for children up to 8 years old. That is the amount of time kids can easily concentrate and not get tired. Lessons of 55 minutes are recommended for children from 9 years old.






How is the lesson conducted?







Lessons take place in an interactive classroom on allright.com or in the app. It is equipped with various tools that make it "live", clickable and interesting for the student. During the lesson, the child performs more than 16 types of interactive exercises: playing memory games, coloring pictures, connecting objects with lines, listening and singing songs, etc. Also, elements of gamification are used in all lessons, for example, by completing the tasks given by the teacher, the student collects stars. Gamification motivates the child to successfully complete the course to the end.






What is the class schedule?







In our school, you can create a schedule that is convenient for you. Choose available slots in the teacher's schedule and get your child's English improved. For best results, we recommend studying at least twice a week.






Are there homework assignments and in what format?







After each lesson, the teacher will suggest a homework assignment. It is optional. From our experience, we see that students really like the assignments, because this is an additional opportunity to play with their favorite characters.






How many lessons per week do we need for better results?







We recommend studying at least 2 times a week. The optimal frequency of classes is 3 times a week. That way you will get a noticeable stable result. This is due to the fact that with long pauses between classes, the child forgets what was done in the last lesson and the teacher will spend a lot of time repeating the already studied material.






What do I need to sign up for a free lesson?







👉 A trial lesson is to get acquainted with the teacher and determine the level of knowledge via live communication and interesting tasks. It is also an opportunity to get acquainted with our interactive platform 😉 
Based on the results of the lesson, the teacher will select the appropriate course and give his recommendations. The duration of the trial lesson is 25 minutes. ⏲
To register, go to the website of the All Right English school, click the “Try for free” button, answer the questions about your goals and the child's level, and the system will select the most suitable teacher for you.
Don't forget to prepare for the trial lesson 😉






What is a course?







A course at All Right consists of 72 lessons. This is the average number of lessons that a child usually needs to complete a level (Starter / Mover / Flyer - in accordance with the Cambridge system) + a some time for repetition and consolidation of material and the inclusion of additional lessons based on holidays' topics or to strengthen necessary skills (for example, reading).






How to choose a teacher?







After answering the questionnaire, we will automatically select a teacher that is most suitable for your child in terms of the level, learning goals, temperament and interests. But you can also choose your teacher on the site.






Are the teachers qualified?







Before joining our team, teachers go through a rigorous competitive selection process. Our school employs professionals who love their job.
Each teacher has a diploma from a pedagogical/linguistic university, as well as the experience of working with children. In the teachers' profiles, you can watch video introductions and read real reviews from students.






Where do lessons take place?







Lessons take place in an interactive classroom on the school website or in the All Right app. All completed materials and homework assignments are also stored there.






How to pay for the lessons?







Lessons can be paid for by Visa, Mastercard or American Express. Payment via Google Pay, PayPal is also available. You can pay on the website or in the All Right app. If you have bonus funds on your account, it will be taken into account when paying automatically.






How to get a refund?







If you decide to get a refund for unused lessons, please contact our support by phone on the website or email [email protected]






Will I have a different teacher after paying for the lessons?







No, you will continue with the same teacher that you had at the trial lesson. But you can change the teacher any time at no additional cost.






Are there any bonuses and promotions for new and regular students?







"Fast payment" - if you pay within 24 hours after completing the trial lesson, you get +1 bonus lesson.
"Invite a friend" - for each invited friend who bought a package of lessons, we will give {{bonus_sum}} to you and {{bonus_sum}} to your friend.
"Good attendance" - for regular students we give bonuses for good attendance. Bonuses are automatically credited at the beginning of the next month if you have 16 or more individual lessons with a teacher this month.
"Family discount" - for those cases when several relatives are involved at once, we offer to take advantage of special conditions for 2 or more family members.






What are the Speaking Clubs?







Speaking Clubs are additional classes that you get when you pay for lessons with a teacher. Up to 8 students of the same age join the Speaking Club and, under the supervision of a teacher-moderator, discuss various topics - cartoons, holidays, films and hobbies. For students of our school, Speaking Clubs are free and included in the package with individual lessons. The number of lessons in the Speaking Club cannot exceed the number of individual lessons in the purchased package. Signing up for a Speaking Club is possible if you have at least 1 booked lesson on your balance or within 7 days from the date of the last paid lesson.












During the trial lesson you can


	
Meet the teacher

	
Get an assessment of the child's level of knowledge and learning recommendations

	
Experience the advantages of online learning












Sign up for a free lesson














Please, enter valid email









Your personal information is safe! By submitting this form, you agree to our privacy policy.





















What makes English for kids special at All Right online school?

🎉 At All Right online school, we offer a special experience for kids learning English that combines fun and learning. Our experienced and certified teachers are passionate about teaching children, and they use interactive lessons that cater to different learning styles.

📚 With a personalized curriculum that matches each child's learning goals and interests, our students have a unique opportunity to learn at their own pace and level.

👨👩👧👦 The convenience and flexibility of scheduling that fits your lifestyle make learning English at All Right online school a fun and rewarding experience.




















Are All Right online English classes taught by experienced teachers?

Yes, All Right online English classes for kids are taught by experienced and certified teachers who are passionate about teaching English to children. Our teachers are not only knowledgeable and qualified, but they are also skilled in creating a positive and engaging learning environment for kids. They use interactive teaching methods that meet Cambridge standards and provide personalized attention to each child's needs and interests. With All Right, parents can rest assured that their children are learning English from the best teachers in the industry.




















What are the benefits of English for children online?

English for children online offers a wide range of advantages that traditional classroom learning cannot match.

🎓 Firstly, it provides an interactive and immersive learning experience that is tailored to individual needs and learning styles.

🏠 Secondly, it is more convenient and flexible, as children can learn from the comfort of their own home.

👨🏫 Thirdly, it provides access to experienced and certified teachers who are passionate about teaching children and can provide a personalized curriculum that matches their learning goals.

🌎 Finally, it fosters a sense of community and social interaction, allowing children to connect with their peers from different parts of the world.




















Are online English classes for kids at All Right suitable for all ages?

Absolutely! At All Right, we offer online English classes for kids from 4-12 years old, with different programs tailored to each age group. Our experienced teachers use a variety of interactive and engaging teaching methods to keep the classes fun and effective for children of all ages.

Whether your child is just starting to learn English or is already an intermediate or advanced learner, we have the right program to help them achieve their language goals. With our flexible scheduling options and personalized curriculum, we make sure that each child receives the attention and support they need to succeed in their language learning journey.




















What English courses for children are available at All Right online school?

At All Right online school, we offer a variety of engaging English courses for children aged 4-12, each designed to cater to their unique interests and learning styles. They include:

🎮 Minecraft
📖 Reading
🌎 Traveling
🐾 Animals
📺 Cartoons
🎤 Singing

Children learn English vocabulary related to construction and design in Minecraft, gain reading and comprehension skills in Reading, learn about different cultures and customs in Traveling. In the Animals course, kids learn about the nature, while the Cartoons course improves listening and comprehension skills. Finally, the Singing course provides a fun way to practice their English pronunciation and vocabulary through songs and rhymes.




















All Right Online School Platform

All Right Online School Platform offers interactive English lessons for children aged 4-12. With an interactive classroom equipped with various tools, students can participate in over 16 types of activities, including memory games, coloring pictures, and singing songs.

🎮 The platform uses gamification to motivate students to complete courses, with optional homework assignments and star rewards.

👩🏫 Our teachers use interactive lessons that cater to different learning styles, giving students an opportunity to learn at their own pace and level.

🌎 With the convenience of scheduling that fits your lifestyle, your child will have a fun and rewarding learning experience.














Teaching adults and children 
 from 13 years old

This is handled by our partner All Right Pro!




Learn more









We gift up to 3 lessons
with the first payment





Online platform





Teacher
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